Abstract-An optical signal that propagates along a conventional waveguide is back reflected at waveguide terminations. If the waveguide permits only one-way propagation, this back reflection cannot take place; the optical signal undergoes a nearly 100% conversion to radiation modes. We examine this termination effect in a recently suggested nano-scale one-way plasmonic waveguide, and its properties as a perfectly matched nano antenna. Since one-way structures are inherently nonreciprocal, our antenna possesses different transmitting and receiving patterns, and a dynamic beam-forming functionality. These properties may be used in applications requiring dynamic directional selectivity that differ in transmit and receive modes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The overwhelming practical success of antenna systems in the RF regime is mainly due to its conceptually modular nature. A waveguide is used to transfer the signal to the remote antenna, and a matching circuit is possibly used to cope with antenna-waveguide mismatch. Antenna characterization concepts such as directivity and gain determine the radiated signal intensity and spatial properties. Since in most RF applications the antenna and its surroundings are reciprocal, reciprocity theorem establishes symmetry between the system properties at transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) modes.
An effort is devoted recently to the emerging field of nanoantennas designed to operate at optical or IR wavelengths [1] - [10] . However, a mere down-scale of conventional antennas is not feasible due to fabrication limitations and the profound change of metal properties at the optical frequency regime. Hence, the modular nature of RF antennas discussed above cannot be directly applied. Many studies have addressed this issue by novel mathematical modeling and scaling tools [1] - [2] , and by an ad-hoc tuning of classical geometries (e.g. nanodipoles, Yagi-Uda antennas, nano-dimers) [3] - [8] . Leaky wave nano-antennas based on particle chains were considered too [9] - [10] . In all these previous studies the antenna resonance and radiation pattern were investigated. However, the issues of source to nano-antenna energy transport, e.g. guiding and matching, remain largely unexplored; the antenna radiates right from the source location.
Here we suggest a new concept for source-waveguide-nanoantenna assembly that, although not modular, encapsulates all the three important components in a perfectly matched and natural way. A terminated one-way waveguide serves as a key component, as shown in Fig. 1 . As it supports only one-way propagation, back reflection cannot take place. The optical signal undergoes a nearly 100% conversion to radiation modes.
II. FORMULATION
We demonstrate our concept by using a recently suggested nano-scale plsmonic one-way waveguide [11] , shown in Fig. 1 . In this waveguide, an interplay between Faraday rotation and The port (blue ellipsoid) is excited by a local field inc , generating a guided mode that propagates in the (allowed) + direction. Guided mode back reflections at the remote end cannot take place, hence it is converted to radiation. This end is a matched local antenna. structural chirality is utilized to enhance non-reciprocity and obtain one-way guiding. The system consists of prolate ellipsoids, the -th particle centered at = (0, 0, ), and rotated by Δ about theˆaxis. The entire structure is subject to a longitudinal external DC magnetic field 0 =ˆ0. Under the discrete dipole approximation, the chain response is governed by [11] 
where and are the -th magnetized particle polarizability and dipole response, respectively. We refer to the blue ellipsoid at the origin as the system port. In Tx mode, the system is excited by a local source whose electric field inc ( ) =ˆi nc ,1 is induced on the port. The total input power is given by in = Re { inc ⋅ * 1 } where 1 is the dipole moment excited at the port-ellipsoid, and * denotes complex conjugate. Furthermore, the antenna gain, T (ˆ), is defined with respect to the gain of a single particle antenna with the same excitation field inc -i.e. with the same input port voltage. Hence, the gain includes a measure of the matching between an exciting oscillator and our antenna assembly. In Rx mode, an incident plane wave illuminates the entire chain. The dipole moment excited at the system port is referred to as the "received signal". The antenna gain is then given by R = | 1 | 2 / | sd | 2 where 1 is the dipole response at the antenna port, and sd is the dipole response of a single identical particle under the same incident field.
III. ANTENNA PERFORMANCE
We have simulated the structure with the following parameters. The ellipsoids semi-axis are = 0.25 , = = 0.5 , and = /30 ( is the wavelength), Δ = 70 ∘ , and 0 corresponding to − 0 / ≡ = ±0.02 . With these parameters, one-way guiding in the ∓ˆdirection is created at a finite bandwidth around the frequency = 0.4167 . The group and phase velocities are in opposite sign. We have excited a chain with 350 particles in the Tx mode, and solved (1). Figure 2 off), the spectrum is symmetrical, indicating a nearly 100% back-reflection. When = −0.02 (one way is on), the peaks shift to non-symmetrical locations. Note that the peaks locations and intensity correspond exactly to the roots of the chain determinant [11] . With the presence of magnetic field the back reflection peak is reduced considerably; this is because the back reflected mode is a radiation mode that looses its energy as it radiates to the free space. The return loss is shown in Fig. 2(b) . The antenna is well matched over the entire one-way regime. Another measure of the source-to-antenna matching is the input-power as a function of the chain number of particles , shown in Fig. 2(c) . For small , the chain is shorter than the radiation mode decay length, hence the two ends may resonate and produce the typical oscillating behavior of the transmitted power. For > 100 the curves level off, indicating a net supply of real power and a near-zero supply of reactive power.
The antenna gain in Tx and Rx modes is shown in Fig. 3 (a) with the one-way property, and in Fig. 3(b) without it ( 0 = 0), for the frequency = 0.4167 . In the former the gain and beam quality are very high, and in the latter they reduce considerably. Additional observations can be made. Since the one-way property is inherently non-reciprocal, the Tx and Rx gain curves in Fig. 3(a) point at different directions; the antenna transmits at one direction, and receives from another. These directions correspond precisely to the real part of the complex roots of the one-way chain determinant [11] . When one-way is off, the system is reciprocal hence Rx and Tx gain possess the same directional properties, as seen in Fig. 3(b) . With the present parameters, chain length is 4.8 ; the observed multi-lobe low gain is indeed typical to long wires radiation. The fact that with the one-way property the beam is collimated and possesses high gain, is due to the near perfect matching and the coherent radiation mode that emits essentially from the chain end. Finally, note that the bias magnetic field can be varied over quite a large range without deteriorating the oneway property. This variation induces a considerable change of the radiation mode complex wave-number leading to a dynamic beam tuning functionality. A change of few percents of 0 causes a considerable variation of Tx and Rx directions.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A concept for waveguide to nanoantenna matching is demonstrated. It is shown to posses controllable and nonreciprocal radiation properties with potential applications in nanophotonics.
